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The study of configurational parameters of deformed DNA is a relevant problem in research of such
important biological process as double helix compactization in cell. The deformations accompanied
with local disruptions of the regular macromolecule structure cause significant bending of the double
helix, or kinks. In this paper an approach for Kratky-Porod model to calculate persistence length of
DNA macromolecule with kinks is developed. The presented approach considers kinks of arbitrary
configuration, including two basic types of kinks, type 1 — sharp kink caused by unstacking a
single base pair step, and type 2 — intrinsic-induced kink that involves several base pairs. Within
developed approach analytical expressions for persistence length, coil size and gyration radius of
kinky double helix were obtained.
PACS numbers: 36.20.Hb, 87.14.Gk, 87.15.La
I. INTRODUCTION
DNA double helix still remains to be one of the most
attractive objects of biological physics and molecular bi-
ology since its structure was discovered by Watson and
Crick. Such interest is caused by DNA function as
self-replicating informational carrier that determines the
structure and functioning of living organisms. Mean-
while, changes in configuration of DNA sufficiently affect
its genetic activity, thus any deformations and defects in
double helix structure play a key role in many biological
processes, such as protein-DNA interaction, DNA pack-
aging in chromatin and others [1].
Investigations of various deformations of DNA macro-
molecule have been becoming very relevant lately since
computational and physical experiments have demon-
strated noticeable flexibility of DNA under certain bi-
ological processes. Particularly, RecA filament is able to
keep DNA double helix stretched in one and a half times
longer, while certain proteins can cause formation of lo-
calized extreme bends (kinks) in DNA structure [1]. On
the other hand, DNA is sufficiently long macromolecule
(for instance, human DNA has contour length of about
2 meters [2]), that takes form of coil in solution. So
it is possible to use methods of statistical physics (e.g.
idealized models of chain molecules) to describe con-
figurations of DNA chain [3] and accordingly its defor-
mations. However, appropriate framework is developed
for intact macromolecules only. In reality, long macro-
molecule always has some injuries that need to be deter-
mined. Therefore, defining the state of DNA double helix
with some destructive factors is one of the key problems
of biological physics. In particular, it is too important to
take into account formation of kinks in DNA structure
occuring by a wide variety of processes as intercalation
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of small molecules [4], conformational changes [5], pack-
aging [6] and others.
The basic mechanical model of DNA is Kratky-Porod
model (and its continous version —WLC) [7] that is used
as a suitable tool to well-describe wide range of mechani-
cal properties of DNA [8]. This model is focused on a coil
of smoothly curved strand, the direction of curvature at
any point of strand being random [9] [10]. Furthermore,
it operates with several configurational parameters, that
can be measured by hydrodynamical experiments and
characterize state of DNA coil in solution and its flex-
ibility. In particular, persistence length (A) is used as a
basic parameter to characterize stiffness of DNA [3]. Per-
sistence length is a measure of distance over which DNA
chain ’keeps’ the direction of first segment, so correlation
between directions of two segments decreases exponen-
tially (with a typical length A) while increasing a contour
length between them [9] [11]. Particularly, DNA double
helix has a persistence length of A ≈ 500A˚.
Meanwhile, Kratky-Porod model uses harmonic ap-
proach so the energy cost of bending (E) depends
quadratically on bending angle (δ˜) [8]. In that way bend-
ing rigidity is simply proportional to persistence length:
k = kBTA, where kB is a Boltzmann constant and T is a
temperature [11]. Therefore, it is expected that Kratky-
Porod model describes smooth deformations of double
helix with relatively small changes between the bonds.
So arises the problem of describing DNA with kinks of
various nature in the framework of Kratky-Porod model.
This problem has become very important over the past
decade due to the numerous computational experiments
with various types of kinks, e.g. studies of DNA cycliza-
tion [12]. Furthermore, Wiggins and colleagues proposed
an extension of WLC model – KWLC, that takes into
account sharp kinks characterized by probability of kink-
ing per unit length [13]. However, kinks of KWLC model
are only of one type and, generally speaking, idealized.
Therefore, in this paper we present a development of
Kratky-Porod model to describe formation of kinks in
DNA structure with different length and configuration
2and propose a way to calculate several configurational
parameters that describe flexibility of DNA and state of
its coil, specifically persistence length (A), coil size (R)
and gyration radius (G).
II. PRESENTING THE KINKS
Computer simulations of DNA minicircles detected two
basic groups of kinks depending on their nature [12].
Type 1 presents sharp kink caused by unstacking a single
base pair step. Such kink looks like proposed by Crick
and Klug extreme local deformation with sharp loss of
stacking [14] and involves a strong bend between two in-
tact consecutive base pairs [12] with a local disruption
of link, as shown on Fig. 1. Generally speaking, kinks of
FIG. 1: (Colour online) Diagrammatic representation of two
types of kinks in double helix: 1) type 1 — single-stranded
break, 2) type 2 — intrinsic-induced kink. Red colour cor-
responds to intact base pairs, green one represents modified
base pair.
type 1 are rather idealized, however similar damages of
DNA structure can be caused by intercalation of small
molecules into double helix [4] [5] [17].
On the other hand, type 2 presents intrinsic-induced
kink with changed stacking and distributed over two
base-pair steps with modified central base pair [1] [12], as
shown on Fig. 1. Such kink is suggested as more proba-
ble [1] than kink of type 1, and several processes as chang-
ing of hydrogen bonding [15] [16], flipping into Hoogsteen
base pairs [17] and others are good candidates to cause
such kinks.
Strictly speaking, other types of kinks may exist.
In particular, conformational transformation (e. g. B-A
transformation in double helix [18]), binding of TBP to
TATA-box [19] [20] could cause conformational kink with
similar to type 2 structure, but involving more than three
base pairs. Therefore we can besides consider conforma-
tional kinks distributed on more than three base pairs,
saying, four base pairs.
Each kink can be characterized by its total angle (ϑ)
and phenomenological probability of its formation (W )
that represents in fact concetration of kinks in double
helix and, generally speaking, depends on several pa-
rameters, e.g. bending energy E, spring constant k (for
example, KWLC model presents kinking probability as
W = 2ke−E for kink of type 1 [13]) etc. As bending
energy in Kratky-Porod model is calculated in harmonic
approach by small bending angle (δ), we propose to use
double well potential [21] that represents two possible
states of monomeric element: normal and kinky, as shown
on Fig. 2. Monomeric element in normal state is bent at
E
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FIG. 2: Top: two possible states of monomeric element, nor-
mal (with bending angle δ) and kinky (with bending angle
ϑ+δ). Bottom: minimums of double well represent two states
of monomeric element.
small angle (δ) caused by thermal fluctuations just as in
Kratky-Porod model. On the other hand, kinky state
of monomeric element represents formation of kink with
certain angle (ϑ). Therefore we can represent total bend-
ing angle (δ˜) of monomeric element in kinky state as the
sum of kink angle (ϑ) and small deviation (δ):
δ˜ = ϑ± δ,
cos δ˜ = cosϑ cos δ ∓ sinϑ sin δ ≈ cosϑ cos δ. (1)
With use of such representation of two possible states
we can accordingly modify persistence length and other
configurational parameters of DNA to consider the effect
of kink formation and its influence on the state of DNA
coil.
III. KINKY PERSISTENCE LENGTH
r1
ri
b
rN
r
δ
FIG. 3: Diagrammatic representation of Kratky-Porod chain.
3Kratky-Porod model represents persistence length of
macromolecular chain as a limit of average sum of pro-
jections of segment vectors (~ri) onto direction of the first
segment (~r1) [9] [22]:
A = lim
N→∞
〈
~r1
b
· ~r〉 = b lim
N→∞
N−1∑
i=0
〈cos δ〉i =
b
1− 〈cos δ〉
,(2)
where b is a length of each segment, N is a number of
segments, ~r =
∑N
i=1 ~ri is end-to-end vector, as shown on
Fig. 3. Such definition of persistence length represents a
chain with segments being all in normal state.
A. Kinks of type 1
We start to construct our approach with kinks of type 1
that have the simplest structure. According to definition
of persistence length we review all the series of chain
segments and introduce for each one a probability of kink
formation (W ):
〈cos δ〉 →
(
1−W
(
1− cosϑ
))
〈cos δ〉. (3)
Now, collecting modified contributions of all segments,
we can calculate persistence length of chain with kinks
of type 1:
A1 =
b
1−
(
1−W
(
1− cosϑ
))
〈cos δ〉
. (4)
B. Kinks of type 2 and conformational kinks
Kink of type 2 is distributed over two segments of
chain, so we introduce probability of such kink forma-
tion in more complicated way:
〈cos δ〉+ 〈cos δ〉2 → (5)(
1−W
(
1− cos ϑ
2
))
〈cos δ〉+(
1−W
(
1− cos2 ϑ
2
))
〈cos δ〉2.
Summing all the contributions we obtain expression for
persistence length of chain with kinks of type 2:
A2 =
bχ2
(
W,ϑ
)
1−
(
1−W
(
1− cos2 ϑ
2
))
〈cos δ〉2
, (6)
where χ2
(
W,ϑ
)
= 1+
(
1−W
(
1− cos ϑ
2
))
〈cos δ〉 charac-
terizes segments involved by kink of type 2.
On the other hand, we can focus on conformational
kinks with resembling structure as kinks of type 2, but
involving three base pairs:
〈cos δ〉+ 〈cos δ〉2 + 〈cos δ〉3 → (7)(
1−W
(
1− cos ϑ
3
))
〈cos δ〉+(
1−W
(
1− cos2 ϑ
3
))
〈cos δ〉2 +(
1−W
(
1− cos3 ϑ
3
))
〈cos δ〉3.
In that way persistence length of chain with conforma-
tional kinks can be expressed as:
A3 =
bχ3
(
W,ϑ
)
1−
(
1−W
(
1− cos3 ϑ
3
))
〈cos δ〉3
, (8)
where χ3
(
W,ϑ
)
= 1 +
(
1 −W
(
1 − cos ϑ
3
))
〈cos δ〉 +
(
1 −
W
(
1 − cos2 ϑ
3
))
〈cos δ〉2 characterizes segments involved
by conformational kink.
C. Kinks of arbitrary form
At last, we can generalize obtained approach by focus-
ing on hypothetic kinks with arbitrary length and distri-
bution of angles inside the kink. Accordingly persistence
length of chain with such kinks can be defined as:
Ad =
bχd
(
W,ϑk
)
1−
(
1−W
(
1−
d∏
k=1
cosϑk
))
〈cos δ〉d
, (9)
where χd
(
W,ϑk
)
= 1+
d−1∑
i=1
(
1−W
(
1−
i∏
k=1
cosϑk
))
〈cos δ〉i
characterizes segments involved by such hypothetic kink.
IV. KINKY COIL SIZE AND GYRATION
RADIUS
Coil size and gyration radius can be modified to take
formation of kinks into account in much simpler way than
persistence length, so it is necessary to replace persis-
tence length with kinky one in corresponding expressions
only. Thus kinky coil size is defined as:
〈Rd〉
2 = [〈R〉2]A→Ad = 2A
2
d
( L
Ad
− 1 + e−L/Ad
)
, (10)
where L is a contour length of chain. In the same way
gyration radius is defined as:
〈Gd〉
2 = [〈G〉2]A→Ad = (11)
LAd
3
−A2d +
2A3
d
L −
2A4
d
L2 (1− e
−L/Ad).
V. DISCUSSION
We now have an approach for Kratky-Porod model
that describes persistence length of chains with kinks
characterized by two parameters, kink angle (ϑ) and kink
formation probability (W ). Let us begin a discussion of
results by calculating persistence length of chains with
three types of kinks: type 1, type 2 and conformational
kinks. Since we investigate dsDNA, we are assuming that
A = 500A˚ and b = 3.4A˚.
While Fig. 4 represents changing of persistence length
under increasing probability (W ) or angle (ϑ), it is
4FIG. 4: (Colour online) Sharp decreasing of persistence
length A is caused by increasing the probability of kink
formation W . Different curves correspond to fixed angle
ϑ = 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 90◦ (from top to down). Inset: persistence
length A vs angle of kink ϑ with fixed formation probability
W = 0.01, 0.1, 0.3 (from top to down). Blue line represents
kinks of type 1, orange one represents kinks of type 2, green
one represents conformational kinks and red diamond corre-
sponds to normal persistence length A = 500A˚ on both plots.
Red and yellow rectangles represent results for W = 0.1,
ϑ = 90◦ and W = 0.1, ϑ = 60◦ accordingly.
clear that stiffness of DNA macromolecule decreases very
sharply with changing of kink parameters in direction of
bigger values. For example, taking into account forma-
tion of kinks with W = 0.1, ϑ = 90◦ we find that persis-
tence length decreases by 94% for type 1, 79% for type
2 and 63% for conformational kinks. Thus results shown
on Fig. 4 strongly suggest that even moderate possibil-
ity of kinks formation in DNA structure directly changes
conformational properties of macromolecule and its flexi-
bility. On the other hand, with increasing the size of kink
(concerning conformational kink, for example) stiffness of
DNA approaches to initial value again. In other words,
macromolecule ’feels’ conformational kinks much weaker
than kinks of type 1: decreasing of persistence length by
presence of conformational kinks with W = 0.1, ϑ = 90◦
is 32% down on decreasing by kinks of type 1 with the
same parameters. Therefore changing of kink configura-
tion can decrease DNA flexibility as well as increase.
Summarizing, we have presented in this paper a simple
framework for Kratky-Porod model that allows to calcu-
late directly persistence length of DNA macromolecule
with kinks of certain type occured in its structure. De-
spite its simplicity our approach being characterized by
total kink angle (ϑ) and probability of kink formation
(W ) describes flexibility of DNA chain with kinks of
different possible intrinsic structure and length d, con-
trasting to KWLC model that describes kinks of type 1
only [13]. In particular, it is important to focus on two
main types of kinks being investigated in computational
experiments [1] [12] since corresponding configurational
parameters of DNA can be measured and compared with
predictions of the approach. Moreover, it is possible to
define concenration of kinks in DNA chain and their na-
ture by analyzing predicted configurational parameters.
Since our approach is quite simple, it would be desir-
able in future perspective to extend it to more compli-
cated configurations of DNA macromolecule, e. g. with
kinks of few types in its structure. We expect that such
generalization of proposed approach would be applicable
to various kinky macromolecules as a realistic theoretical
tool to analyze their flexibility and conformational prop-
erties. Thus the ability of our approach to describe defor-
mations of various nature and structure is a good starting
point to build a more complicated model of kinky DNA
macromolecule involved to key biological processes such
as folding, transcription etc.
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